
Tax credit on  
dividend income

Dividends are currently paid with a 10% tax 
credit. For every £1,000 of dividend income 
received, it's assumed that £111 in basic rate 
tax has already been paid, making the total 
dividend £1,111. From 6 April 2016, this tax 
credit will be scrapped.

From April 2016, all dividend income will be treated as gross and the rate 
of tax payable on dividends will depend on the investor's other taxable 
income. Every investor will have a £5,000 tax-free dividend allowance as 
well as their personal allowance. Beyond this, the personal tax liability for 
taxpayers increases by 7.5% (basic rate), 32.5% (higher rate) and 38.1% 
(additional rate) compared to 2015/16.

So what does this mean for you?
Essentially it will make life better for many small investors seeking  
an income from their shareholding. However, you should know:

1.  whether your investment generates a yield (this is the income  
generated by the underlying assets which may be paid to you  
or reinvested in the fund).

2. whether the yield is taxed as dividend or interest.

3. how much that yield is.

Let’s look at two hypothetical examples:

Fund A has a yield of 4%, taxed as dividend. You can invest up  
to £125,000 in this fund, before triggering a tax liability on the 
income generated. 

Fund B has a yield of 1% taxed as dividend. You can invest up  
to £500,000 in this fund, before triggering a tax liability on the  
income generated.

It is important to make the right investment fund choices to meet your  
own personal objectives and that includes minimising your tax liability.  
We can help you here.

Consider taking the following actions to help offset the loss of the  
10% tax credits:

1.  Maximise your ISA and Pension investments – these are not subject  
to taxation on the yield generated by the fund.

2.   For couples, make the most of each person’s £5,000 dividend income 
allowance by considering to split your investments.

3.  Use the new personal savings allowance for other types of investment 
fund. In most cases, the income from fixed interest funds and corporate 
bonds is subject to interest tax, not dividend tax. From April 2016, the 
first £1,000 of interest income from these holdings will be free of 
income tax under the new personal savings allowance (£500 for  
higher rate taxpayers).

4.  Consider deferring taxation using an Onshore or Offshore Investment 
Bond for part of your investments.

The value of investments and any income from them can fall as well  
as rise. You may not get back the amount originally invested.

HM Revenue and Customs practice and the law relating to taxation are 
complex and subject to individual circumstances and changes which 
cannot be foreseen
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For a review of your investments and tax allowances, please 
get in touch. 
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Your financial New  
Year’s resolutions
Most of us will make at least one New Year’s resolution 
– but research suggests that just 1 in 10 of us will  
go on to achieve it. 

Psychologists have found we're more likely to succeed  
if we break our resolution into smaller, specific goals.

So, if one of your resolutions for 2016 is to get on top of your  
finances, we’ve broken this down into five easy (and, hopefully,  
more manageable) steps for you. You might want to choose the  
one that you think will make the biggest difference, or take on all  
of them over the course of the year. Either way, we hope they’ll  
help you on your way to a more prosperous financial future.

  Make a budget 
  Keeping track of your income and expenses will give you  

an objective view of your finances. It can also highlight areas  
where you can trim your expenses or make the most of your  
income. You can break this down even further into specific  
tasks, like writing a groceries list before you go shopping,  
or setting a weekly budget for luxuries. 

 Use your ISA allowance
  The allowance for 2015/16 is £15,240. You have until 5 April  

2016 to take advantage of the current allowance as you cannot  
carry any unused ISA allowance over to the following tax year.  
Over the longer term, the effect of compound interest can make  
a big difference to your overall savings, so it makes sense to  
save as much as you can.

 Top up your pension pot
  Pension savers are able to top up their pension pot by an  

extra £40,000 before 5 April 2016. This one-off benefit is due  
to a change in rules which means the Pension Input Period  
will now be aligned to the tax year.

 Update your protection
  Whether it's updating your home insurance policy to cover  

any new Christmas purchases, or making sure your Income 
Protection policy covers any recent change in salary, the  
New Year is a good time to review your insurance needs.  
That way, if you need to make a claim, you know you’ll  
be properly covered.

 Seek advice
  Discussing your financial needs with an expert can make  

managing your finances simpler. We can help you establish  
a financial plan that’s designed around your specific needs, 
make sure it stays on track, and provide ongoing advice that  
will help you achieve your goals.

If you’re thinking about moving on or remortgaging, we can 
help you find the right mortgage deal. 
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  More generous allowances
  The ISA annual allowance now stands  

at a record £15,240 – all of which can  
be invested in a Cash ISA, a Stocks and 
Shares ISA, or a combination of the two. 
This figure is almost 30% more generous 
than the 2013/14 allowance of £11,520  
(of which only £5,760 could be invested  
in a Cash ISA), giving you a much greater 
opportunity to shelter more of your  
savings from tax.

	 	Your	ISA	is	tax-efficient
  Unlike some other investments your  

returns are not subject to tax. That means 
every extra pound you save (within your 
allowance) will be sheltered from the 
taxman. This tax-year, you can invest  
up to £15,240 tax-free.

  You can’t ‘carry over’ your  
ISA allowance

  Unlike some other personal allowances 
(such as your pensions annual allowance), 
you cannot carry any unused ISA 
allowance over to the following tax year. 
That makes it doubly important to invest 
your full allowance, if you can afford to.

 Increased	flexibility
  In years gone by, if you used up  

your annual ISA limit but then made  
a withdrawal during the same tax-year, 
you’d be unable to replace it. As of April 
2015, you now have the freedom to take 
money out, and put it back in later in the 
year, without losing any of your tax-free 
entitlement. That means you needn’t  
worry about missing out on lost interest  
if you need to make a short-term raid  
on your savings, but can afford to  
replace it later.

  The miracle of  
compound interest

  Maximising your ISA savings can  
deliver huge benefits over the longer  
term. For instance, assume you invested 
the current maximum allowance of  
£15,240 in a Cash ISA, every year,  
for 25 years. Even if your investment  
grows at a modest 2.5% each year, your  
£381,000 total investment would have 
grown to £528,542.54. The same 
investment with a 5% annual growth  
rate would return £756,297.33.

5 reasons why you should  
use your full ISA allowance

Isa FActs
To	open	an	ISA,	you	must	be:

• 16 or over (for a Cash ISA)

• 18 or over (for a Stocks and Shares ISA)

• Resident in the UK

•  A Crown servant (eg. diplomatic or 
overseas civil service) or their spouse  
or civil partner if you don’t live in the UK

There	are	two	types	of	ISAs:

• CASH ISA  
  You don’t pay tax on savings  

account interest.

• STOCKS AND SHARES ISA 
  You don’t pay tax on any income  

or capital gains you’ve made on  
your investments.

If you complete a tax return, you don’t need  
to declare any ISA interest or profits on it.

You can put money into one Cash ISA  
and one Stocks and Shares ISA each  
tax year. 

You can save up to £15,240 in one type  
of account or split the allowance across  
both types.

The tax efficiency of ISAs is based on  
current rules. The current tax situation  
may not be maintained. The benefit  
of the tax treatment depends on the  
individual circumstances.

The value of your stocks and shares ISA  
and any income from it may fall as well  
as rise. You may not get back the amount  
you originally invested.

Contains public sector information licensed 
under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

If you haven’t used up your ISA allowance  
for 2015/16, you have until 5 April to do so. 
With the tax-year end fast approaching, the clock is ticking for  
you to use up all of your £15,240 ISA allowance for this tax-year.

But why is it so important to use up your allowance? Here are  
five great reasons:

If you haven’t used up your ISA 
allowance for 2015/16 yet, please get in 
touch to discuss your options.  
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•  Avg. monthly retirement expenditure to rise  
from £1,183 to £2,930 by 2050*

•	 	42%	of	over-45s	have	not	planned	for	financial	
shocks	in	retirement

Research by Royal London has revealed that today’s 35 year-olds  
need to have saved at least £666,000 by age 65 in order to secure  
the same standard of living as today’s pensioners. These stark  
figures are driven by a predicted 148% increase in retirement living  
costs by 2050.

The research also found that today’s 30-40 year-olds have an  
average (median) pension pot of £14,000. This represents a  
significant shortfall on the monthly income that will just cover  
the basic £1,715 cost of ‘essentials’ (such as transport, housing,  
food and energy) in 2050. 

But it’s not all bad news...
Despite some of the more shocking statistics, the research also  
suggests the younger generation are no worse at planning for their  
future than those entering retirement today. Indeed, 67% of 18-40 
year-olds questioned said they were saving for retirement (only  
slightly lower than the 68% of 65-75 year-olds who said they have  
a pension in place).

The younger age group also displayed an awareness of the likely  
shortfall they could face at retirement unless they up their pension  
savings. Fifty-seven percent of those in their 30s, and 51% of those  
aged 18-29, said they expect to work part-time after they ‘retire’  
to supplement their retirement income, while 40% of under-40s  
predicted that the state pension will be a thing of the past by 2050.

‘Exposed	generation’	risks	retirement	shocks
But it’s not just the younger generation who could be leaving  
themselves exposed in retirement. Research from MetLife has  
indicated that more than 40% of pension savers aged over 45  
may be exposed to unwelcome financial and family surprises  
in retirement.

The most commonly-cited potential retirement ‘shocks’  
among the over-45s included:

• Unexpected healthcare costs

• High inflation rates 

• A stock market crash

• Falling house prices

• ‘Bailing out’ children

When questioned, it became clear that far from being oblivious  
to the risks 85% of those questioned were indeed worried about  
increased risks to their retirement dreams in the wake of this  
year’s pensions reforms.

So	what	can	you	do	about	it?
You can’t predict the future – but you can prepare for the  
unexpected. By building a personalised financial plan, and  
reviewing it regularly, you can take control of your future  
and give yourself a better chance of enjoying a happy 
and prosperous retirement that is able to withstand  
unexpected surprises.

* For pensioners who are not reliant on 
 state pension

Is	there	a	shock	in	store	 
for	your	retirement?
New	research	suggests	under-40s	face	a	148%	hike	in	retirement	 
living	costs,	while	many	over-45s	are	exposed	to	financial	‘shocks’	
that	could	upset	their	retirement	plans.

Bright Blue Wealth 
11 Windsor Street 
Chertsey 
KT16 8AY 

01932 579700 
hello@brightbluewealth.com 
www.brightbluewealth.com 

If you would like to discuss your pension contributions, 
protecting your retirement fund, or any other aspect of your 
pension planning, we’d be happy to help you.  
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